2018 - 2020
EMPOWERING THE NEW GENERATION OF AGRICULTURE

- **3** training rounds
- **2000+** trainees
- **11000** training hours
- **31** workforce development programs
- **40+** activation points in Greece
- **225** professional trainers
- **20** entrepreneurship workshops
- **3000** participants in our events
- **55** business plans that we supported
- **5** producer groups that we created
- **4** SCEs that we created
- **6** new products that have been developed
- **2** technological innovation competitions
  - **Trophy - Τροφή Challenge**
- **The first Food Innovation Academy** in collaboration with ReGeneration
- **45** young graduates that we supported in searching for paid placement, in collaboration with ReGeneration
- **21** sectoral studies
- **2** Strategic initiatives for the use of farm plastics and cooperatives